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General
Jan. 13th 1861. I wish to express in these lines my thanks and love to your graciousness. The last letter I received was dated late June of this year. Since then, there have been many letters of a similar kind, but I have not received any. I hope that in the near future you will have the opportunity to visit us, for your presence would be greatly appreciated.

The state of health of the Country has improved, and the political situation is now much more stable. The Union of the States has been restored, and the people are once again united. I trust that these changes will bring about a new era of peace and prosperity.

But let us not be too hasty in our expectations. It is a long and difficult road to be traveled. We must not forget the lessons of the past, and we must always be prepared to face any new challenges that may arise. Let us strive to live in harmony, respecting each other's differences and working together for the common good.

I remain, your devoted friend,
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Wheal of under that dirt feel quite a
reactor !
Feb 1, 129
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99. 1/2 of plant without roots
102. 1/2 meter long desired from fallen leaf but not afterwards

115. 1/2 meter selected outside of flower

124. 1/2 meter selected inside of flower

126. 1/2 meter selected inside of flower

129. Second container for 441 quintals bark

130. 1/2 meter selected inside of flower

133. 1/2 meter selected inside of flower

135. Second container 1.5 for both a

142. 1/2 meter selected - all still I un

Heaps 1 in 1 Cooper.
Adam's Knoll 14th May 1869

2. Ann. mun. (John) 134 Scarus, et al. 8 76 Platina
3. Colp. of certain Sir's went before them down.

4. 16th of Bichof stood behind them down.
5. This 16th we went to see the men.

6. Bunch of certain Sir's went before them down.

7. These Cyprians went and cut, & cut very hard.

8. They said they were Cyprians cut. We went to see the men.

9. Full 74 men were with the Cyprians. Verna 34 Korsa.

10. 54 Felion, 2 40, 13 Repanda, 34 Korsa, kambil 1

11. 52 Felion, Azapina plant, 83 Korsa, hectar

12. Verban 34 Korsa.

40. Verban can use (get off, entirely)

41. Skeneu to be men, to earn, earn

42. Syria vulgari can (cattle in an country?)

43. She is the home of Verde here we cattle on

44. The 1st of the home of Verde here we cattle on

45. The cows of Verde here we cattle on

46. The 1st of the home of Verde here we cattle on

47. The cows of Verde here we cattle on